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ABSTRACT 

Smart financial services organizations (FSOs) are moving quickly to adopt private cloud 

computing. Private clouds may be hosted by a third party or built on premise at the FSO. 

In this paper we assume an on-premise private cloud deployment with equipment and 

software located in the FSO’s data center. FSOs most prone to adoption of private cloud 

computing include organizations such as banks, brokerage houses, insurance companies 

and credit card companies. These organizations are confronted by common needs and the 

private cloud offers a solution to meet them.  

In order to meet their needs FSOs must transform their information technology (IT) 

systems to move beyond a physical IT environment to a virtual one, the private cloud.  This 

transformation enables FSOs to become more customer-centric, cost effective and 

productive by leveraging cloud technology. Once this transformation is complete, a private 

cloud solution will provide the FSO with capability to meet its biggest needs quickly and 

serve the customer and overall business better. 

TOP NEEDS OF FINANCIAL SERVICES ORGANIZATIONS 

FSOs have many common wants such as improving financial results, productivity, 

customer loyalty, regulatory compliance and updating aging IT infrastructure.  U.S. banks 

for instance need to focus on margins. Banks are reporting higher quarterly net income 

than a year agoi, but competitive operations appear to be affecting profitability. The 

insurance industry needs greater profitability as well with net income among 99 percent of 

U.S. insurers down in three of five major insurance categoriesii   The Durbin Amendment 

adds an additional regulatory burden causing banking and credit card revenues to 

decrease up to $20 billioniii.  And, a recent Gallup poll revealed that more than four-in-five 

Americans distrust banks, which generates a need for customer loyalty.
 iv

   

Two additional key requirements that merit the exploration by financial services 

organizations in today’s competitive financial services market:  1) the need to deliver a 

highly personalized and customized application experience and 2) the need to dynamically 

meet rapidly changing consumer access patterns and demands with network agility. 

The Need for Customization 

Application customization in the cloud is the process of tuning an application to meet the 

specific need of the customer quickly. The drive to customize stems from the need to be 

competitive, cost effective, develop additional revenues and be attuned to customer 

requirements. According to Frost & Sullivan’s 2011 Cloud User Survey, financial services 

companies indicated that they either currently use the cloud for proprietary applications 

or plan to do so within the next two years.  Custom applications received the highest 

interest for cloud services among twelve FSO applications surveyed.
v
 

The competitive edge gained by FSOs through customization of cloud applications is 

evident in two ways. First is the ability develop and deploy an enterprise application in 
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minutes or hours, not days or months as required in a physical environment. Second, it’s 

about meeting the specific customer requirement on the first try, building application 

value and customer loyalty while generating new and ongoing revenue streams.  

The Need for Agility 

The need for the agility is vital for the FSO.  Agility in the cloud environment speaks to the 

ability to be nimble and respond to changing dynamics quickly, and automatically.    It’s 

about creating new environments (storage, servers) in real-time as resource requirements 

change, managing temporary environments, centrally managing distributed hardware and 

standardizing on the processes need to make this all happen.  It is absolutely critical to the 

FSO to be agile enough to keep current applications running at peak capacity and to be 

able to explore new applications as well. 

 In a private cloud configuration, FSOs can also test new applications in parallel with 

existing applications.  The parallel test reduces the risk of launching a new application live 

to the customer with errors, thus improving the value of the offer to the customer. 

Private Cloud to Drive Industry Leadership  

In a private cloud where servers, storage resources, and applications can be deployed in 

minutes, IT departments that focus on physical infrastructure to meet their business needs 

are wasting precious and limited time and money resources.  The private cloud community 

is leading the IT departments of FSOs into a new realm of cost and time effective IT 

services delivery.  

Two companies at the forefront of market leadership are HP and TIBCO Software Inc.  

Together, these companies are driving the cloud industry forward with private cloud 

advantages which include: 

• Cost Effectiveness: Capital expenditures can be avoided or deferred as the cloud 

can leverage existing IT infrastructure.  Automated application management also 

reduces the need for additional labor resources to support the applications. 

• Increased Agility: As additional infrastructure needs like storage emerge, 

provisioning rules of the system direct the platform to scale with demand 

automatically, in real-time- a great time savings. 

• Flexibility: The cloud service environment offers end users the ability to integrate 

applications built on any major architecture into the cloud environment and scale 

those applications on demand. 

• Security: The integrity of a company’s data is preserved as the resources 

supporting the applications are not shared with other companies as in public 

cloud architecture. 

“Cost savings can be 

achieved by better 

utilization and 

management of existing 

hardware. Hardware 

becomes a service offering 

and hardware sharing a 

reality.” 

- Senior IT executive 

Large US bank 
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• No Trade Offs: In the cloud environment, it is possible to lower costs and increase 

quality due to the flexibility and agility of the cloud architecture. One need not 

trade quality for cost of service delivery or vice versa. 

Why HP/TIBCO Silver Fabric 

HP and TIBCO have a unique and industry leading relationship that has led them to 

combine the best of their cloud capabilities to support private cloud deployments and 

ongoing management. When running on HP’s CloudSystem Matrix, TIBCO’s Silver Fabric 

software provides the FSO with core capabilities to manage infrastructure and supported 

applications simply.  

HP Cloudsystem Matrix is a private cloud infrastructure solution that integrates hardware 

such as HP Blade servers together with software to support application development, 

monitoring and changes requirements.  The solution provides automatic and rapid 

deployment of server and storage infrastructure.   

TIBCO’S Silver Fabric is a platform for migrating applications to a private cloud within the 

FSO’s data center.  Silver Fabric integrates easily with legacy hardware and software and 

enables automatic provisioning and management of cloud applications. Silver Fabric’s key 

asset is its flexibility to work with the majority of well known development platforms. 

When used in conjunction with HP CloudSystem Matrix, TIBCO Silver Fabric can solve the 

greatest needs of the FSO.  Key advantages enabled by this combined offering include: 

• Easy and Elastic: Automated application provisioning and activation makes new 

deployments easy. And, when greater resources are required, the system will 

scale them on demand to meet the need.   

• Low Risk Deployment: New or modified applications run initially in a parallel IT 

environment. This parallel environment, or stepping stone, reduces the risk of 

moving an application directly to the cloud.  

• Platform Support:  TIBCO and HP support development platforms such as .Net, 

IBM Websphere and Oracle Weblogic among others. 

• Total Cost of Ownership (TCO):   The ability to share resources among applications 

increases resource utilization for cost savings. HP reports potential TCO savings can 

increase by as much as 56 percent.
vi
  

Conclusion  

Financial services organizations can gain a competitive advantage and meet their critical 

business needs by adopting a private cloud solution.  Before any organization undertakes a 

move to the private cloud, it requires an examination of the capabilities of potential 

partners and how their solution will meet their unique needs.  The tight integration 

between HP and TIBCO offers FSOs flexibility, elasticity, security and control of 

“Silver Fabric provides 

two broad benefits to an 

IT organization that 

cannot be overlooked: cost 

savings and agility” 

- Senior IT executive 

Large US bank 
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infrastructure and applications by employing leading technologies to meet their needs and 

gain a competitive edge. 
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